THE NEWPART
The details and inspiration behind the tracks

BELLE ELECTION
Traditional

!

Our source for this great old gem was a recording from John Patterson of Carroll County,
Virginia. Other versions of this tune from other fiddlers include: Belle of Lexington
(associated with Emmet Lundy), Belle Lexington and Bells of Election. It’s thought that
these tunes were derived from the melody of a still popular Irish tune called Kitty’s
Wedding.

!
!
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IF YOU HADN’T GONE AWAY
Lew Brown, Ray Henderson, Billy Rose
(Ray Henderson Music Co. Inc and Shapiro Bernstein & Co.
Inc.)

!

It was the rich melody and chord structure of this song that
grabbed us first, when we encountered it on …I listen to the
wind that obliterates my traces (music in vemacular
photographs 1880-1955). Nick Lucas’ 1925 recording of it
takes me on a journey to another place and time, and I
always channel that and attempt to convey the same when I
perform and interpret it.

!

BRING YOUR CLOTHES BACK HOME
John Hartford (Clement Family Songs)

!

It’s widely known that John Hartford is one of my favourite
musicians across the board. For me, his music and career is an unending source of
inspiration. When Casey and I started developing the idea of using my “feet” for more
than dancing, expanding on the percussion aspect that different taps and shoes might
provide to the vocal selections on the recording, I coincidentally came across a youtube
video of John performing a version of this song that I have loved, with just his voice,
fiddle & feet, and 2 double bass players. Casey and I also talked a lot about changing up
the instrumentation available to us as a trio on this recording, and approaching this with
just me & Cody became a wonderful challenge. It’s one thing to play, sing and dance at
the same time (which I hadn’t attempted previously) and another to do it in such a
vulnerable setting. But in the end, that’s what makes it even more special.

!

THE NEWPART
April Verch
(April Verch Music, SOCAN)

!

The Newpart is the addition on my parents home which was build the same year I was
born. To this day, it remains unchanged and affectionally called “the newpart.” There’s a
large family room with a wood stove where our family gatherings take place, and a little
playroom where my sister and I kept our toys as children. When I started playing fiddle,
the playroom become my music room. It’s the furthest room in the house from where my
Mom spent a lot of time in the kitchen. It’s not a secret that she decided this would make
a perfect fiddle room for good reason ;) I spent countless hours practicing and writing in
that little room, which became and still acts as my retreat for total focus. After writing
this tune in the newpart, like so many others, I decided that this special place deserved
it’s own namesake.

!
!
!
!
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IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE TO ME
April Verch & Cody Walters (April Verch Music, SOCAN)

!

This is one of those songs that didn’t “happen all at once.” I had several pieces and ideas
of this song but hadn’t put it all together in a cohesive way. On a long drive from North
Carolina to Kansas, I told Cody about it and asked him if he’d help me finish it. We wrote
the lyrics that night and the melody came later. Someone once told me when I started
writing lyrics not to write anymore sad country songs. That there’s too many of them in
the world already. I passionately disagree for a number of reasons. Here’s another one.

!

CRUEL WILLIE
Traditional

!

I fell in love with this tune after hearing it on a 1976 field recording of Max Collins from
Shawnee, Oklahoma. I discovered later, that Fiddlin’ Arthur Smith is another likely
recorded source for this tune. There are 3 parts to the tune (DDAD tuning on fiddle) and
we kept a similar structure to Max’s playing, which is more like a non-structure, and one
of the things that makes it shine even more.

!
!

GILCHRIST
April Verch (April Verch Music, SOCAN)

!

I’ve been stepdancing since I was three years of age. It’s a tradition that’s as rich and
strong as any other in Canada, and as natural to me as breathing. It’s also a very difficult
aspect of my live performances to record in an audio sense.
Casey and his Dad, Tom, built a special platform for me to
dance on for the recording so that we could capture the
sounds in a special way that does the tradition justice.
With Casey’s encouragement, I wrote my first ever “tune for
feet.” There’s a “refrain” that reoccurs several times,
interspersed with improvised sections. We used 3 different
taps in recording those refrains - my usual metal taps,
leather soles, and wooden taps that my Dad made at my
request. Extra special to me and many dancers will be the
inspiration for the refrain, taken from the grandfather of
Ottawa Valley stepdancing, Mr. Donnie Gilchrist who taught
my stepdancing teacher, Buster Brown. I didn’t get to know
Donnie before he passed away but I spend time studying his
amazing dancing online and draw inspiration each time.
The beginning part of my refrain is based on Donnie’s
dancing on this video at 30 seconds.

!
!
!

!
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MONTANA CALL
Seger Ellis (Seger Ellis)

!

This is another prize find from our Dust to Digital listening, a 1931 recording of Seger Ellis
on a collection entitled …I listen to the wind that obliterates my traces (music in
vemacular photographs 1880-1955). Sense of place and home is a strong connection and
important concept to me, one that I wanted to represent on this album. I love how this
song captures that awareness in such a sensitive way.

!

POLSKA FROM KUMLA
Traditional

!

We learned this Slängpolska during our first tour in Sweden, from a wonderful fiddler and
Swedish folk music collector/researcher/presever, Mia Gunberg Ådin. It was the first slang
polska I learned, during a magical, intimate, late night jam in July. Mia informed us that
this is a Polonaise from the repertoire of Olof Larsson. Kumla is a small village located in
the province of Närke, near the town of Örebro. As is true with most fiddle traditions
around the globe, there are several variations of this melody. We love touring in Sweden
for many reasons, and are especially fond of their strong folk music tradition, so it’s with
great respect that we honour that tradition with our own version of one of their tunes.

!

MIDNIGHT WHEELER
Midnight Serenade (Traditional) & Stern Wheeler (Andy DeJarlis)

!

I love combining Old Time American and Canadian tunes.
There are so many differences and similarities, and one can certainly analyze those
elements and get caught up in them. But in the end, they are just “great tunes” and
when you approach them in a certain light, they fit so well
together and you end up forgetting which is which and why,
and to me, when that happens, the ultimate goal of this music
is accomplished. Midnight Serenade is one of approximately
15 different names for the first tune. Our version comes from
J.W. “Babe” Spangler of Meadows of Dan, Virginia. The
second tune was written by Andy DeJarlis, a prolific composer
(and one of my Canadian favorites) and legendary Métis
fiddler from Woodrige, Manitoba.

!

IT DON’T DO NOTHING BUT RAIN
Lew Childre (Jaymore Music Publishing Corp.)

!

This is another relic from …I listen to the wind that
obliterates my traces (music in vemacular photographs
1880-1955). We first heard Lew Childre’s 1936 recording of
this song while in the tour van together and none of us could
get it out of our heads. We kept coming back to it. There’s something simple, pure and
understated about this song, based on everyone’s favorite topic.
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I HEARD THE BLUEBIRDS SING
Hod Pharis (Peer International Corp.)

!

I first heard this song come on a local radio station while driving by myself through rural
Virigina. It was a version by “The Browns” and I adored it. I looked it up and bought their
version as soon as I stopped the car. It turns out that perhaps it was my Canadian radar
that attracted me to it. It was written by Hod Pharis, a native of Willow Valley, Alberta.
It reminds me of the great classic country music my Dad sang and listened to when I was a
little girl. It’s the real deal!

!

DRY BONES
Traditional

!

We did a lot of listening to historical recordings from the catalogue of a wonderful
company out of Atlanta, GA called Dust to Digital. They accurately call themselves
producers and curators of “cultural artifacts”, and opened our ears to a wide range of
music that was related to what we play, but from sources even older. It was like finding
and hearing the true roots of a lot of the “roots music” we love and play, in its most pure
form. This song is from a 2 disc collection entitled Goodbye, Babylon. Mr. Lunsford’s
rendition is inspiring in itself, I encourage you to check it out if you are able. It was
performed in a way that only a solo performer might be able to approach it (voice and
banjo) in terms of meter, which made it challenging to interpret. We loved and respected
the song and version so much that we felt a huge responsibility in doing so.

!

THIS MELODY
April Verch
(April Verch Music, SOCAN)

!

As an instrumentalist first and from a young age, I’ve always found that I could say things
with my fiddle and music that I couldn’t possibly put into words. That’s remained true for
me on many levels. Now, with my performance career, I feel so deeply honored to share
music and touch people in ways that I can’t imagine, but that we all need at our core.
This song is about all of that, and in the beauty of music, anything else the listener wants
it to mean.
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